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Professional Books
of Interest
by Kathy Highfield
and Laura Pardo

•
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•
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Happy spring! In this issue, we recommend books to support
rigorous literacy instruction, effective writing instruction, and
the prevention of summer reading loss. Each of these three
books would be a great addition to your professional reading list,
and each one would make a fantastic choice for summer reading.
Enjoy!
As you may know, this is the last issue of the Michigan Reading
Journal under the editorship of our friends and respected
colleagues, Dr. Tanya Wright and Dr. Patricia Edwards at
Kathy Highfield
Laura Pardo
Michigan State University. We have appreciated working under
their guidance and supporting the professional learning of
educators in Michigan and beyond. As the editorship moves to the capable hands of Kate Roberts and Poonam
Arya at Wayne State University, we wish nothing but success and amazing reading to the new writer(s) of this
column. It has been an absolute pleasure recommending high quality professional books to support your practices
and growth in the field of literacy.
Happy reading,
Kathy and Laura
Kathy: kathryn.highfield@hask12.org
Laura: pardo@hope.edu
Cahill, C., Horvath, K.,
McGill-Franzen, A., &
Allington, R. (2013). No
More Summer-Reading Loss
(Ellin Oliver Keene & Nell
K. Duke, eds.). Portsmouth,
NH: Heinemann. ISBN 9780-325-04903-3 $16.50

potentially leading to greater losses over time. What
can we, as teachers do, to prevent summer reading loss
for our students over the summer? This book seeks to
answer these questions.

We are looking forward to
wrapping up another school
year as we prepare to send students into the summer
with all the tools they need to continue the joy of
reading. In this book, the authors discuss the very real
phenomenon of summer reading loss. Students who do
not read over the summer may lose up to 3 months of
academic learning; and this loss compounds each year,

“Sometimes rather than an expectation, our summer
reading expectation is a hope: We hope children will
read over the summer, but we accept that they often
don’t. We resign ourselves to this because we believe that
there’s not much else we can do to help, but there is.”
This quote from No More Summer-Reading Loss written
by Cahill, Horvath, McGill-Franzen, and Allington
(edited by Ellin Oliver Keene and Nell Duke) rings true
to me as an educator. And I often wonder what teachers
can do to help prepare students so that they do not lose
valuable learning over the summer months. It turns out
that there is more that can be done than we may realize.
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The authors point out practices that can hinder student
motivation to read over the summer, like assigning
specific titles, assuming access to books, and requiring
parents to be the gatekeepers to enforce summer takehome reading packets. The authors explain the key role
that choice plays in student motivation to read on their
own time and how many of these common practices
may actually contribute to students not wanting to read
in the summer.
Most importantly, the authors spend most of the book
discussing yearlong classroom practices, habits, and
behaviors that will support students’ summer reading
activities. And while some of these practices seem like
typical high-quality reading instruction, what may be
missing is the explicit link to these practices supporting
summer and lifelong reading behaviors. There is a very
informative chart in the book that presents teacher
practices and student behaviors supportive of summer
reading. This book is a must read for every teacher who
is serious about student achievement. Small adjustments to teaching practices mentioned in the book can
lead to great gains over time. This book would be a
great choice this spring as preparations are being made
for summer break.
Lemov, D., Driggs, C., &
Woolway, E. (2016). Reading
Reconsidered: A Practical
Guide to Rigorous Literacy
Instruction. San Francisco,
CA: Jossey-Bass Publishing.
ISBN 978-1-119-10424-7
$32.95
In this practical volume, the
authors, all members of the
Teach Like a Champion Team at Uncommon Schools,
share their insights of what works in successful English
Language Arts classrooms. The work was inspired when
graduates of the Uncommon Schools spoke of the great
difficulty they had when encountering challenging texts
on standardized assessments such as SAT, and with college texts. This was the impetus for a multi-year study
of understanding how teachers were implementing the
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Common Core State Standards (CCSS) and which of
these strategies were most useful in preparing students
for reading challenging texts. The results of this study
are reported in this volume.
The book is organized into two major parts – the Core
of the Core and The Fundamentals. In the first section,
the authors delineate four broad areas that emerged
from a close analysis of both the CCSS and the observations of students in Uncommon Schools, including
• Read harder texts
• “Close read” texts rigorously and intentionally
• Read more nonfiction more effectively
• Write more effectively in direct response to
texts
The authors suggest that engaging students in these
four activities will prepare them for the rigor of reading
college-level texts and the varied texts of professions
and experiences of adult life.
Each of the first four chapters tackles one of these
themes and naming these four good ideas as “the core
of the core helps teachers focus their efforts in implementing the CCSS.” Within each chapter, the authors
break down the content into short chunks – called
modules – that provide concise information intended
to help teachers acquire conceptual knowledge as well
as practical examples. Some of these are demonstrated
on the DVD as well.
In the second half of the book, the authors identify
four fundamental ideas for teachers that will enable
them to present rigorous and thorough reading instruction. They describe a kind of synergy that will emerge
when students do the above four activities and teachers
embody these fundamental pedagogical moves.
• Understanding approaches to reading: reading
more, reading better
• Providing vocabulary instruction: breadth and
depth
• Understanding reading systems
• Teaching towards intellectual autonomy
While many of the ideas included in this text will
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not be new to teachers, the authors’ clear and concise
way of writing, and the inclusion of examples, has the
potential to renew teachers’ enthusiasm for approaching
reading within the Common Core State Standards.
Because the book includes access to demonstrations of
actual teachers and classrooms discussed in the text via
video clips on a DVD and access to the digital Teach
Like a Champion resource library, teachers will be
able to enter the book at any point. This reviewer also
envisions great potential for a group of teachers to use
the book in a Professional Learning Community. The
book concludes with helpful resources for teachers to
read and learn more, lists of young adult novels to use
for various types of instruction, templates for writing
and notetaking, and more. In sum - this book provides insight into simple things that teachers can do to
improve reading for learning in K-12 classrooms.
Serravallo, J. (2017). The
Writing Strategies Book:
Your Everything Guide
to Developing Skilled
Writers. Portsmouth, NH:
Heinemann. ISBN 9780-325-07822-X $38.00
Following up on the
success of The Reading
Strategies Book, Serravallo’s
fans have eagerly awaited her book on writing strategies. Following the same format as the reading strategy
book, Serravallo describes 300 strategies that teachers
can employ to support student writers. Teachers will
find the strategies easy to understand and implement as
each strategy is contained on one page, includes visual
aids, grade-level applications, text types, processes, and
teaching tips.

2. Engagement, independence, increasing
volume, and developing a writing identity
3. Generating and collecting ideas
4. Focus/meaning
5. Organization and structure
6. Elaboration
7. Word choice
8. Conventions: Spelling and letter formation
9. Conventions: Grammar and punctuation
10. Collaborating with writing partners and clubs
Teachers will be pleased to realize that the writing
strategies in the text can easily work with a Writing
Workshop or Daily 5 structure as well as an accompaniment to basal readers and/or scripted language arts
programs. The language used in the texts matches that
of the 6+1 Writing Traits and suggests that teachers
are likely to be able to keep many of the rubrics and
resources they have been using.
The focus on strategies enables Serravallo to inspire
teachers to help writers develop craft, improve skill,
and build fluency with writing. Suggestions for mentor
texts, prompts for coaching various kinds of writers,
and instructions for adjusting strategies to meet individual needs makes this book one that teachers can pick
up one day and use in writing class the next. Serravallo
has once again delivered a practical text that will find a
coveted spot on teachers’ shelves for years to come.

Similar to the reading strategies book, Serravallo has
organized the text in terms of writing goals so that
teachers can find points of entry for writers of all ages
and skill levels. The strategies she describes are organized into these ten goals:
1. Composing with pictures
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